
Where am I not allowed to drive?

You as a snowmobile rider are responsible for adapting 
your speed and way of driving to make sure you don’t 
unnecessarily disturb people and animals, and obey 
current traffic regulations. Also make sure you don’t 
damage vegetation, private property or nature.

Take into consideration that the track on the snowmobile 
can dig deep through the snow and tear up vegetation 
and damage the ground. Also, riding can be regulated 
or completely prohibited in certain areas, like for 
example in nature reserves. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Riding on land that’s not snow-covered is prohibited. 
Avoid driving in loose snow early in the season as well as 
in slush at the end of the season due to the damage it 
does to the ground beneath. 

It’s prohibited to ride snowmobiles on woodlands with 
young or newly planted trees as well as on snow-covered 
farmland (unless it’s completely obvious that there’s no 
risk of damage to the trees or ground). The forest needs 
to have an average height of at least two meters above 
the snow cover for it to be okey to ride there.

Don’t drive on slopes where animals or birds can be 
disturbed. Primarily use the trails.

Information regarding temporary local bans is 
announced on the municipality’s digital bulletin board, 
https://arvidsjaur.se/anslagstavla
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There are around 700 kilometers of designated 
snowmobile trails in the municipality of Arvidsjaur. These 
trails will take you out into the wild and to places you 
wouldn’t reach any other way.

Arvidsjaur has a lot to offer if you want to ride 
snowmobiles on your own, in a group or via guided 
tours. But snowmobile riding is not part of the Right of 
Public Access! Make sure you plan before going out 
and know where the restricted areas for driving are 
located and where you are not allowed to ride. 

Arvidsjaurs Snöskoterledsförening is the primary 
groomer operators for the trails, in cooperation with the 
municipality and local businesses. 

It’s your obligation to make sure you 
know what rules and regulations apply 

before you head out into nature!

To consider
Länsstyrelsen (the county 
administrative board) 
has noticed ground 
damage from snowmobile  
off-road driving in the 
Vittjåkk-Akkanålke nature 
reserve. Be extra careful 
while riding here to spare 
the sensitive nature and 
prevent further damage. If 
not, Länsstyrelsen will likely 
take action, which could 
lead to restrictions or even 
bans on driving there.

What does the sign mean? Snowmobile  
drivingRoute signs – Red crosses mark 

designated snowmobile trails. You give 
way to those who come from your right 
side. Make sure you’re on a snowmobile 
trail and not a ski trail, they’re marked 
with the same cross. Snowmobiling on ski 
trails is prohibited. 

Obligation to stop – Snowmobiles must 
come to a stop before crossing roads. 
Passengers are required to dismount 
the vehicle, including passengers on 
accompanying sled, when crossing 
roads. 
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Where can I find 
information?
The municipality’s webpage 
www.arvidsjaur.se/skoter has 
more info about snowmobile 
riding, maps on where to (and 
not to) drive. You will also find 
which rules and regulations 
apply. Call the municipality on 
0960-155 00 if you have any 
questions.
You can also visit our tourist page www.visitarvidsjaur.se to 
find everything from guided snowmobile tours to where you 
buy fishing licenses, places to eat and much more!

Info about how to decrease 
disturbance & other things 

that’s good to know on:
www.snoskoterradet.se

Trail pass applies here!
Buy your trail pass at accommodation  
facilities and other places, or pay by  

Swish at 123 361 00 29.
 

Prices & info available on Facebook: 
@arvidsjaursskoterledsforening

Thanks for bringing your litter 
back with you. Your trash  
doesn’t belong in nature!

This folder is made by the municipality of Arvidsjaur 
in collaboration with:

Arvidsjaurs 
skoterleds-
förening

Regulated area of Arvidsjaur firing range
It’s prohibited to drive any type of motorized 
vehicle within the entire firing range. Firing with live 
ammunition occurs on both weekdays and weekends 
within the whole firing range area. The area is classified 
as a protected location of military importance and 
civil court charges associated with high fines await 
anyone who violates the restrictions of the area. 
Prohibition signs mark the firing range’s boundaries 
with about 50 meters between signs. 

Regulated area of the Vittjåkk mountains
Within the regulated area of the Vittjåkk mountains you’re 
only allowed to ride along marked trails. Anything else is 
prohibited.

Signs mark the trail within the regulated 
area of Vittjåkk with the text ”avvik ej från 
leden” (do not deviate from the trail). This 
emphasizes that all riding off-trail within this 
area is prohibited. 

Skoterled

Regulated area of Arvidsjaur urban area
You’re only allowed to ride along the trails marked in the 
map on arvidsjaur.se/skoter within this area. Snowmobile 
riding on the cross-country ski trails is not allowed. The 
speed limit is normally 50 km/h if nothing else is indicated.
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Show consideration for the  
reindeer herding
Avoid if possible riding around reindeer. If you still end up 
close to reindeer, pass at low speed in order not to stress 
them, one snowmobile at a time.

If stressed, reindeer may linger on  
the trail. They will move away  
faster if you give them a chance  
to calm down by turning off the  
engine (and remaining calm  
yourself).
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To be within a sealed-off firing range 
may pose a serious threat to an 

individual’s life!


